SS-Survey- Chapter 1

Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

____	1.	Which of the following represents “file_0.bin

”?
a.
file_1.bin


c.
file_2.bin


b.
file_3.bin


d.
file_4.bin




____	2.	Write an equation to represent “Thirty-eight more than a number is fifty-one.”
a.
file_5.bin


c.
file_6.bin


b.
file_7.bin


d.
none of these


____	3.	Write an equation to represent “The product of a number and 14 is 28.”
a.
file_8.bin


c.
file_9.bin


b.
file_10.bin


d.
file_11.bin




____	4.	Write an equation to represent “Josie drives 15,000 miles every year. How many miles m does Josie drive in one month?”
a.
file_12.bin


c.
file_13.bin


b.
file_14.bin


d.
file_15.bin




____	5.	Write an equation to represent “The product of 7 and a number is 392.”
a.
file_16.bin


c.
file_17.bin


b.
file_18.bin


d.
file_19.bin




____	6.	Write an equation to represent “A subway system takes in 13,500 slugs in place of $1.50 tokens each year. How would the subway system calculate the amount of money it loses each year?”
a.
file_20.bin


c.
file_21.bin


b.
file_22.bin


d.
file_23.bin




____	7.	Write a verbal expression for the algebraic expression file_24.bin

.
a.
the difference of 7 and p multiplied by the difference of 11 and q
b.
the product of 7 and p minus the product of 11 and q
c.
the product of 7 and the difference of p and 11 multiplied by q
d.
the product of 7 and p added to the product of 11 and q


____	8.	Write a verbal expression for the algebraic expression file_25.bin

.
a.
2 less than the product of 5 and b
c.
5 more than the quotient of 2 and b
b.
2 more than the product of 5 and b
d.
5 less than the quotient of 2 and b


____	9.	Write a verbal expression for the algebraic expression file_26.bin

.
a.
2 minus the product of c and d
c.
the quotient of c and d divided by 2
b.
2 times the product of c and d
d.
2 more than the quotient of c and d


____	10.	Write a verbal expression for the equation file_27.bin

.
a.
2 times 9 plus a equals 11
b.
9 more than the product of 11 and a equals 2
c.
2 more than 9 times a equals 11
d.
the difference of 9 and a multiplied by 2 equals 11


____	11.	Write a verbal expression for the equation file_28.bin

.
a.
12 less than r is 3
c.
the quotient of 3 and r is 12
b.
3 more than r is 12
d.
the product of 3 and r is 12


____	12.	Evaluate: file_29.bin


a.
file_30.bin


c.
file_31.bin


b.
file_32.bin


d.
file_33.bin




____	13.	Evaluate: file_34.bin


a.
file_35.bin


c.
file_36.bin


b.
file_37.bin


d.
file_38.bin




____	14.	Which of the following is an example of the Symmetric Property?
a.
If file_39.bin

, then file_40.bin


c.
If file_41.bin

, then file_42.bin


b.
If file_43.bin

 and file_44.bin

, then file_45.bin


d.
file_46.bin




____	15.	Which property is illustrated by the following statement?
file_47.bin


a.
Associative Property of Addition
b.
Commutative Property of Multiplication
c.
Associative Property of Multiplication
d.
Commutative Property of Addition


____	16.	Multiply file_48.bin


a.
file_49.bin


c.
file_50.bin


b.
file_51.bin


d.
file_52.bin




____	17.	What data are represented by the stem-and-leaf plot below?
file_53.bin


                        2|0 = 20

a.
file_54.bin


c.
file_55.bin


b.
file_56.bin


d.
file_57.bin




Write an algebraic expression for each verbal expression.

____	18.	the product of 44 and a number
a.
44  y
c.
44  y
b.
44 – y
d.
y  44


____	19.	29 increased by four times x
a.
29 – 4x
c.
4x 29
b.
29  4x
d.
29 + 4x


Write a verbal expression for the algebraic expression.

____	20.	12x
a.
the sum of x and 12
c.
the product of 12 and x
b.
the difference of 12 and x
d.
the quotient of 12 and x


____	21.	file_58.bin


a.
4 times 5
c.
4 divided by 5
b.
four to the fifth power
d.
five to the fourth power


____	22.	file_59.bin


a.
9 times m to the fourth power decreased by 7 times n squared
b.
the difference of 9 times m to the fourth power and 7 times n squared
c.
9 times m to the fourth power increased by 7 times n squared
d.
the quotient of 9 times m to the fourth power and 7 times n squared


Evaluate the expression.

____	23.	file_60.bin


a.
145
c.
189
b.
415
d.
379


____	24.	72 – 2(8 – 4)
a.
64
c.
96
b.
280
d.
52


____	25.	Evaluate the following expression if a = 10, b = 3, and c = 4.
3c + bc – 2a
a.
64
c.
72
b.
31
d.
4


____	26.	Evaluate the following expression if x = 12, y = 4, and z = 8.
file_61.bin


a.
8
c.
560
b.
140
d.
576


Find the solution set for the inequality using the given replacement set.

____	27.	file_62.bin

; file_63.bin


a.
{11}
c.
{11, 12}
b.
{11, 12, 13}
d.
{12}


Evaluate the expression. Show each step.

____	28.	file_64.bin


a.
file_65.bin


file_66.bin


file_67.bin


file_68.bin


file_69.bin


c.
file_70.bin


file_71.bin


file_72.bin


file_73.bin


b.
file_74.bin


file_75.bin


file_76.bin


file_77.bin


file_78.bin


d.
file_79.bin


file_80.bin


file_81.bin


file_82.bin


file_83.bin




____	29.	file_84.bin


a.
file_85.bin


file_86.bin


file_87.bin


file_88.bin


c.
file_89.bin


file_90.bin


file_91.bin


file_92.bin


file_93.bin


b.
file_94.bin


file_95.bin


file_96.bin


file_97.bin


file_98.bin


d.
file_99.bin


file_100.bin


file_101.bin


file_102.bin


file_103.bin


file_104.bin




Write an algebraic expression for the verbal expression. Then simplify.

____	30.	five times the cube of n plus the sum of n cubed and two times n 
a.
file_105.bin


simplified
c.
file_106.bin


file_107.bin


file_108.bin


b.
file_109.bin


file_110.bin


file_111.bin


d.
file_112.bin


file_113.bin


file_114.bin




	

